Litepanels to Receive First-Ever
Emmy® Statue for Lighting
Equipment Technology
Hollywood, CA - JULY 29, 2009
Litepanels, Inc., the worldwide leader in LED
(light emitting diode) television and motion
picture lighting equipment, will be awarded a
Technology & Engineering Emmy® Award
from the Academy of Television Arts &
Sciences for its proprietary lighting systems.
Litepanels fixtures are used on a variety of
network television productions including such
high profile programs as Desperate
Housewives, Fox’s 24, and Without a Trace.
The Emmy statue is the first in the Academy’s
61 year history to be awarded for television
lighting technology, and will be presented on
Saturday, Aug. 22, at the Renaissance Hotel
in Los Angeles.
Litepanels innovative fixtures have become a
staple in television production because of
their extreme versatility and characteristically
soft, HD-friendly light, which can be infinitely
dimmed with no noticeable shift in color
temperature. Litepanels eco-friendly lighting
equipment is also attractive to production
studios because it draws less than 10-percent
the amount of power necessary for traditional
lighting fixtures, and generates practically no
heat.
Litepanels list of customers extends beyond
television and feature production, and
includes the Whitehouse and Pentagon
Briefing Rooms, the International Space
Station, CNN’s Election Bus, news
helicopters, and numerous TV news studios
and ENG crews.

Litepanels to receive the 2009 Technology and
Engineering Emmy Award

A Technology and Engineering Emmy Award is given
by the National Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences (NATAS) for outstanding achievement in
technical or engineering development. The award is
presented for developments … in engineering
technologies which either represent so extensive an
improvement on existing methods or are so innovative
in nature that they materially have affected the ...
recording or reception of television.
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